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"Create the kind of workplace and company culture

that will attract great talent. If you hire brilliant

poeple, they will make work feel more like play " 

- Richard Branson

W O R K P L A C E  E N V I R O N M E N T S  T O  S T R I V E  F O R

We are constantly influenced (even unknowingly) by the environment around
us.  Everything from our emotions to our physical well-being can be greatly
affected.  It’s no secret that we spend a large portion of our lives in the workforce,
so it is important for us to think about what this environment looks and feels like.

What environment does your organisation promote?  Is it indoors or outdoors?
Online or offline?   

Whatever your current work environment is we wanted to explore some top
companies that do it well to provide you with some inspiration to take your office
environment to the next level.
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What.
Step into this workplace and be transported to a lush
green rain-forest.  Truly embracing the green theme with
plenty of indoor plants throughout, mixed in with office
spaces and meeting rooms it is easy to see why this
environment has gained attention

Why.
Adding a bit of nature to your workplace is a great way to
liven things up and make the environment feel fresh.  Not
only does adding in some green affect the appearance of
the office, but it also reduces stress and helps increase focus
and creativity.

Implement It.
Now we aren’t saying that you need to turn your office into
a jungle, but adding a few plants here and there is a great
way to start.  Or why not turn this into a team exercise and
get each team member to plant, grow and nurture a plant
on their desk.
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What.
Sometimes to be more productive we need to step away
from our working space and unwind or socialise with the
team.  Dropbox do this well through their unique indoor
patio, complete with dining room, bar, a few screens and of
course a ping pong table this is the perfect space to chill
out.

Why.
Having spaces where your team can relax and unwind with
their fellow colleagues is perfect for boosting team 
 cohesiveness and giving everyone a chance to hang out
outside of the standard office environment

Implement It.
This doesn’t need to be elaborate or expensive, something
as simple as having  a space where your team can remove
themselves from their work space for a few minutes is all
you need.  Once you have established a space you can add
furnishings and entertainment over time if your budget will
allow it..
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What.
Swisse has made it a priority to have activities such as group
PT sessions, yoga classes and a fully equipped gym available
to give their employees an outlet to take a break and focus
on their mental health. Or if you want something less
physical they also offer daily-guided meditation sessions to
help employees recharge and focus.

Why.
Your mental wellbeing is just as important to consider as
the physical elements when constructing a strong
environment.  How your employees feel can either boost
the environment or pull it down.  Now of course we all have
stressful days, but having an outlet for people to remove
themselves and refocus is a vital for creating a strong office
environment.

Implement It.
Don’t worry, you don’t need to work building a fully
equipped gym at the office into your 2020 budget, but why
not encourage staff to take a 30 minute lunchtime
walk?  Or even just eating lunch away from their desk and
get some fresh air? It might sound simple , but we promise
switching off for even just 30 minutes will do wonders for
your focus and productivity.
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What.
You want your staff to feel comfortable and at home in the
office, so why not follow HiPages’ lead and make your office
more homey through styling and artwork.  After taking
input from all staff members HiPages’ designed several
unique office spaces through the use of colour, artwork and
theming so that there is a space where everyone feels
comfortable and can get creative.

Why.
Adding colour and artwork to the work environment boosts
connection, creates inspiration and promotes creativity. 
Finding something that is to everyone’s taste can be a
challenge, so why not take this opportunity to let everyone
get involved and take it to a vote?  This way everyone will
feel like they have contributed and been a part of the
process as well.

Implement It.
Before you go an start looking through every art gallery in
your local area for the perfect statement piece, you could
try something simpler such as adding a feature wall to the
office or perhaps adding a few smaller bits and pieces such
as photo frames or colourful cushions to bring the office to
life.
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What.
Atlassian is widely recognised for being creative and
making a wide variety of spaces available for their
employees.  Complete with hot desks, soundproof meeting
pods and funky meeting areas there is plenty of space to
get creative and come up with the next big idea.

Why.
Everyone works differently, so having a variety of work
spaces available is a great way to allow your team to find a
space that works best for them to be able to focus
and be as productive as possible.

Implement It.
Depending on the space you have available to you, why not
try creating different working environments such as a quite
space or a collaborative space outside of the usual working
area so that people have a place to go and complete their
work depending on the task at hand..



If you would like more information on anything workplace culture, you
are most welcome to contact us at Corporate Challenge Events or the
People & Culture Hub.

We are focused on creating positive team cultures! We can provide
further advice, free resources or deliver a team building program,
corporate training workshop or staff conference for you!

CORPORATE CHALLENGE EVENTS

Phone: 1300 2829 63
Email: info@corporatechallenge.com.au
Web: www.corporatechallenge.com.au

THE PEOPLE & CULTURE HUB (aka THE PACH)
"A free innovation brought to you by Corporate Challenge Events"

Phone: 1300 2829 63
Email:Hello@thepach.com.au
Web: www.thepach.com.au
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